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    We are a group of certified Big Data and Analytics Professionals and have one thing in common; we all faced the same issue. We all did the study and took training for certification exam we aspiring to achieve and even read PDF question sets but due to less practice of giving exam online we all had hardship. This experience taught us that, “A straight line is the shortest distance between two dots” and here the straight line is to practice in real like exam environment, this thought inspired us to build this platform.

We at AnalyticsExam.com gathered bearing certain values like,

	
Provide truly premium and refined content in a way which helps you gain your certification easily


	
Repetitive practice in real like exam environment which easy you journey from a beginner to an experienced


	
Nothing less than satisfaction, either you get satisfaction here, or you get your monitorial investment back. Yes, we call the cost of premium exam practice an investment as build this practice exams with believing that it should be worth investing time than money


	
We have a certified specialist’s team behind practice exam of each module. Our team continues to work hard to provide you most recent, updated and refined content as practice exam which most likely to be on real certification exam


	
At last, we are not here to make money; however, we charge here to maintain the values of what we create here to help Big Data and Analytics aspirants.
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          	overall good experience, recommendable to SAS students
I have bought the access for premium exam,

Good things I noticed,

1. Soon after payment, I got access to SAS Advanced Programming premium practice exam (This is good then other industry player who will give the access to material after 24 to 48 hours

2. Questions are truly refined one. and I believe they have active members who keep updating the course content.

3. Free update, I have bought the access for 2 months and in between I have noticed that they have updated their question's database, I got access to those without any effort from my side.

4. Good support team, they respond to your queries quick. 5 star for TAT

5. Practice exam's format and marking is same as real, this I feel a great advantage.

overall good experience, recommendable to SAS students




Margaret Anto

Jan 6 2024 - 09:22


	SAS A00-240 certification
SAS certification is not an easy target to achieve, I can say this as I have experience on the same. I have failed my first attempt to SAS Statistical Business Analyst certification even though I was prepared as per my views. However, after giving the exam attempt and failing on the same, I have realized that there is a quite difference in just preparing subject and prepare self for objective exams. This web has the best solution as it gives the very imp practice on the giving the exam, once you are ready with subject. Go for this if you want to pass the certification exam in the first attempt.




wanchuk1478

Jan 5 2024 - 08:59


	Made my certification easy
This practice tool made my journey to be certified in SAS technology as Platform Administrator so easy. The course for A00-250 is the covered completely on this practice test, all topics. Question on the test was 90% same on the final test, some new questions but those were also conceptually same so technically you can answer them as well. I have scored 91%.

Big Thank you.

Parin Malik




parinmalik

Jan 4 2024 - 02:35


	Steps to pass SAS A00-255
With three easy steps, you can clear SAS Predictive Modeler Certification without much effort. Just give a demo test on the site, get impressed and enroll for the practice set with unlimited access for 2 months, Practice as much as you can to memorise all Q&A and hit the exam.

		I have just cleared the exam with good score last week. I hop my testimonial can help other to gain confident on this site.

 




rimmysen.sas

Jan 3 2024 - 11:39


	Thank You treat www.analyticsexam.com
Hey,

I have used service of practice test on www.analyticsexam.com for my preparation on QVDA Certification and I am totally satisfied with the service and quality they have to offer at 41.30 usd. I Know some other sites who offer PDF and I have used it during my earlier certificates, I feel this web has superior method over just PDF, by practising here I was able to actually learn easily. 

Thanks.




Maria.hernandez

Jan 2 2024 - 13:45


	Nice sets
Very good question sets for Tableau Certified Data Analyst exam. I have used the service and prepared in one and half weeks time.Passed the certification exam with 87%.

Thanks!




bhuppiarora

Jan 1 2024 - 11:23


	Certification preparation tool
I just love this Tableau Desktop Specialist certification preparation tool. This has helped me pass the exam easily and I was so so happy as this is totally worth what I paid.

I have used preparation tool for preparing and given the exam, got 90%. Happy.




markos_alonso

Dec 31 2023 - 07:53


	Best and simply
I am not an expert but seriously if you believe me there is nothing that would have worked better for me. SAS certified data quality steward needs proper preparation and I gave mock tests for this on AnalyticExam premium account. Amazing experience. I got 92% and this is pure hard work. I am pleased with my result and suggested the site to my fellow also.




Melokuhle1887

Dec 30 2023 - 05:21


	This is super cool
An amazing journey of becoming a SAS Advanced Predictive Modeling certified professional with www.analyticesexam.com.

I use to get more and more confident as I progress with my practice, as i know which questions I need to check again and see what made me select the wrong option. This is supper process of improvising the knowledge and the way I give the exam. 

I just love this.




VG.GRACE

Dec 29 2023 - 11:25


	Passed Programming Fundamentals..!!!
Yes.... I have cleared the SAS A00-215 certification with 85% today... 

Very very happy... Thank you so much team www.analyticsexam.com, the questions you provided here were there on the test. 

Once again thank you so much.!!




christenbarboza

Dec 28 2023 - 19:57
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          Who's online

          There are currently 37 users and 867 guests online.
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          Qlik Compose QCOM Certification Prep: Essential Strategies and Techniques  

	  
          Excelling as a Tableau Certified Architect: Exam Readiness Guide  

	  
          Preparing for Tableau Certified Consultant: Essential Tips  

	  
          SAS A00-223 Exam Mastery: Your Complete Data Curation Companion  

	  
          A00-408: How to Ace the Exam with Grace?  
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